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We provide further details on the experiments described in the main paper. Sec. 1 presents additional results of disentangled attribute manipulation and sequential attribute manipulation on real images of FFHQ dataset [3]. Sec. 2 provides additional results of facial attribute editing on videos collected from FILMPAC library [1] and RAVDESS dataset [5]. We show that our method handles disentangled and sequential facial attribute manipulation on images and videos. Please refer to our project page to view the facial attribute editing on videos: https://github.com/InterDigitalInc/latent-transformer/tree/master/image.

1. More results on real image editing

We provide additional results of disentangled attribute manipulation on real images in Figure 1, where only one attribute is modified at a time from the first projected image. Figure 2 presents additional results on sequential attribute manipulation. Here, we successively manipulate a list of attributes, meaning that each modification is performed on top of all previous modifications. We have trained a separate latent transformer for each of the 40 attributes in CelebA-HQ dataset [2]. Our method generates disentangled and identity-preserving manipulations for most of the attributes. We show some failure cases in Figure 5. When changing ‘wavy hair’, only slight changes appear in the hair. One possible reason is that the hair structures are controlled by the noise inputs in StyleGAN [4], while the pre-trained encoder [6] uses fixed noise inputs during training, which is a reasonable choice as the noise inputs have too many degrees of freedom to be reconstructed. In the case of ‘wearing hat’, we fail to generate a real hat. This attribute is very unbalanced in CelebA-HQ, so that it is difficult to learn the correct transformation.

2. More results on video manipulation

As mentioned in Sec. 5.2 of the main paper, we present additional facial attribute editing results on videos in Figure 3. Each sub-figure corresponds to a frame extracted from the corresponding video, in which the indicated attributes are modified. For each video, we edit two attributes sequentially, and generate disentangled manipulation results. For example, in Figure 3(c) when changing the person to woman, our method does not influence the attribute ‘beard’, despite the fact that it is correlated with gender. Besides, by varying the scaling factor progressively along the sequence, we achieve progressive attribute editing on videos. As shown by the video in Figure 4, we can simulate a progressive smiling process by smoothly varying the scaling factor. Overall, our method generates stable and consistent manipulation results on videos, provided that motion is not too strong. When there are quick changes of pose, we observe lighting or geometric artifacts. These artifacts are in fact due to the projection in the latent space, and therefore necessarily extend to the manipulated videos. As can be seen from the video in Figure 6, the manipulation during the first half of the video is realistic and consistent. But when the face turns to a side pose, the projected face is not well reconstructed and therefore neither is the manipulated face. This may be due to the limited reconstruction capacity of the pre-trained encoder and StyleGAN model when the pose is not frontal.
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Figure 1: **Single attribute editing on real images.** Given an input image, we show manipulation results on several attributes, where each time a single attribute is modified from the first projected latent representation.
Figure 2: **Sequential attribute editing on real images.** Given an input image, we manipulate a list of attributes sequentially, where each time a single attribute is modified on top of the previous modifications.
Figure 3: **Facial attribute editing on videos.** Each sub-figure corresponds to a frame extracted from the specified video, corresponding to the manipulation result of the indicated attributes. In each sub-figure, the upper row shows the original frame and the projected frame reconstructed with the encoded latent code in StyleGAN, the bottom row shows the manipulated frames for the first attribute and then for two attributes. Please open the video files to visualize the manipulation details.
Figure 4: **Progressive attribute editing on videos.** By varying the scaling factor progressively along the sequence, the corresponding attribute is gradually varied. This figure shows a frame extracted from the edited video, which corresponds to the progressive manipulation of the attribute ‘smile’. From left to right: the original frame, the projected frame, and the manipulated frame. Please open the video file to fully visualize the manipulation.

Figure 5: Failure case of attribute manipulation on real images. Each row corresponds to the manipulation of an attribute. From left to right: the original image, the projected image and the manipulated image. For ‘wavy hair’, our model yields only slight changes. In the case of ‘wearing hat’, we fail to generate a real hat.

Figure 6: Failure case of attribute manipulation on a video. This is a side pose frame extracted from the named video, which is the manipulation result of the attribute ‘makeup’. From left to right: the original frame, the projected frame, and the manipulated frame. The face is not well reconstructed in the projected frame, and consequently the manipulated output contains defects. This is due to the limited generation capacity of the pre-trained encoder and the StyleGAN generator.